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	Title: Giving Thanks 
	Author: by Pam Wallace, Master Gardener
	Page 1: Sometimes in the hurly-burly busy lives we lead, we tend to overlook the simple pleasures of life, but often, it is these simple things that give us the most precious memories.  In keeping with the holiday theme of giving thanks, and remembering that the original Thanksgiving was tied to the harvest from the land, Master Gardeners thought it appropriate to share some of our favorite garden memories for which we are grateful. Carol Iskenderian:  When I was little, my mother would take us to our grandmother's house in the fall, to "juice" the ripe pomegranates to make jelly.  For years I thought pomegranate was the only jelly flavor anyone made.  I am grateful that my grandmother and mother gave me the inspiration to develop a love for gardens and nature.  I have been fortunate enough to be involved in the lives of my young grandchildren and they too have developed a fondness for plants and nature.  We have formed some of our best memories out in the garden.  Bev Servadio:  One memory that clearly remains is my grandfather and me in his garden.  He pulled a turnip from the ground, wiped it on his coveralls and with his pocketknife sliced off a piece for me to try.  I liked it then and still do.  Turnips are always included in my garden.  Flash forward to my garden today and now my young grandson is with me.  We were picking and sorting the last of the season’s green cherry tomatoes.  He announced he was going to try a green tomato.  He popped one in his mouth, chewed thoughtfully, and swallowed hard.  He was quiet for a moment, and then proclaimed “I don’t like red tomatoes and now I’m sure I don’t like green ones either.  But at least I can say I tried it.”  I’m betting that’s a memory he’ll remember – I know I will!  It remains to be seen if tomatoes make it into his garden.Patty Weeks:  I am so grateful that God has given me the strength to bend over, pull weeds and sweat in my gardens.  The rewards are many; lush and beautiful plant life to see, lovely songbirds to listen to, perfumed air to enjoy, crawly critters to watch in wonder, and puffy clouds overhead in the sky.  Life is good!Peggy Sullivan:  At Thanksgiving, grandchildren were everywhere in my parents' home and garden.  My nephew was in the backyard with my Dad as he was dumping some potato peels into the compost pile, asking him lots of questions about it.  As they came back into the house my mother was cutting up fruit.  "What are you making, Grand Mom?" asked my nephew.  "I'm cutting up fruit for fruit compote," she replied.  His eyes got wide, and he exclaimed, "We're really having compost for dinner??"
	Page 2: Kaye Cannarozzi:  My Uncle Dom had a garden in the back yard.  He would get potatoes from the compost pile by just throwing in the peelings and letting a new plant grow from an eye.  His apricot tree was started from a thrown errant pit.  I will never taste one better nor find a better climbing tree with built-in snacks.  Best of all was his chicken coop with Rhode Island Red hens.  The last thing before bed, Uncle Dom would candle the eggs, looking for chicks or pin holes that would make a bad egg.  I recall his sweet face examining each and every egg of the day.  I am thankful to him for igniting my love of the soil, and I still love chickens.Dana Young:  In our backyard was one lone fence post.  On it was a collection of praying mantis egg cases (hard little nests that hold dozens of teeny eggs).  Some were new and others remained from previous years.  My husband and I are the type that would leave such an eyesore alone for the sake of a bug on any given day.  As we looked closer at one egg case, we could see tiny green 'sticks.'  Then they moved and teeny tiny legs stretched out.  Within a moment's time, a baby praying mantis was walking, first wobbly, but gaining strength and grace with each step.  Rather than hatching randomly, the rest emerged from their shell in perfect order, each as if waiting for their turn.My husband and I gathered our children, holding the younger ones up to see the miracle of birth.  Soon the children lost interest, but my husband and I stood and watched until the last one had emerged and had safely started its journey into the unknown.  Many times since then, my husband or I will say, "Remember the time we watched the praying mantis' hatch?”  That day we marveled at the miracle of life.  That is one of the things I love about my husband, that he would take the time to share the birth of a bug with me and feel the excitement of it all!  
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